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ABSTRACT:  

In this paper to recommend the imposition 

finding model based on the user request. The 

request data which is being uploaded by the user 

to the cloud server is a confidential one and only 

he or she has to only access that particular data. 

The clouds sever encrypts the user uploaded data 

with the Advanced Standard Encryption 

Algorithm (AES) and stores it. While storing the 

data the respective user mother board serial 

number, IP Address and MAC Address are 

captured and the data is only shared to the 

respective user when he or she request for it. In 

earlier days only the IP address is validated and 

the process of IP White listing is performed. This 

process is the simplest one and it is broken down 

by ethical hackers using Sniffer Attack. In order to 

overcome this problem we had introduced mother 

board serial number, IP Address and MAC 

Address validation which uploading and 

downloading the data from the cloud server. We 

are going to predict the multiple requests from the 

same user and block them by analyze mother 

board serial number, IP and MAC Address. When 

a client induces the huge number of demand from 

his system, he is difficult to induce the DDOS 

attack; we will analyze the user mother board 

serial number, Henceforth the data which is saved 

in the public or private cloud server is safe 

guarded from the hackers.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

Since in this process cloud has become a 

reliant source for computing podium. Its task in 

computing has superior considerably. Interference 

recognition model helps in accessing data of the user 

using their request and allow them to access their 

data alone with safety. In calculation it multiple 

requests and also blocks that allowing a scrupulous 

user to analyze the auditing logs. A exacting user 

when induce large number of desires from his 

system to initiate and induce the DDOS (Denial 

Distributed Of Service) mistreat. The large number 

of desires are then identified and then checked to 

identify targeted user data. Some Idea and gets full 

information the user motherboard sequential number 

that performance from other user’s data. This allows 

the user to check his data from unknown sources 

accessed by user. In form permit user to access their 

data with privacy and allows him to access his data 

alone and before accessing of others data. This 

ensures the protection and seclusion of data. This 

model helps to access the data of users through 

particular device with its identity. This method like 

stop attack mostly sniffer in which one user could 

access the other user’s data by ingoing the firewall 

with same IP (Internet Protocol) address and access 

the under attack user’s data and use without their 

awareness which leads to data robbery and using this 

model this data theft could be avoided by checking 

their device qualifications. 

 

PROBLEM ALLOCATION: 

 Only IP Address is monitored while 

uploaded and downloading the data. 

 DDOS attack is induced to bring down the 

whole application server. 

 In this is process in the networking  of the 

OSI Layer. 
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 Multiple users request is not blocked. 

 Sniffer Attack can be induced to 

application server and other person data 

can be viewed. 

HACKER ATTACHES PROCESS: 

 The hacker provide some danger  attacker 

is used when a user is induced to large number 

request from his system, then the user will try to 

make a dispersed DoS bag-snatch. After this attack 

we would investigate the user‘s motherboard serial 

number, MAC (Media Access Control) address and 

IP address (Internet Protocol)address, with these 

will then fix in place them performance the other 

user’s data. Then user will create and reply with an 

email to the server admin regarding the attack that 

has occurred which has been induced on the server. 

 

ATTACK BASED STRUCTURE  

 

IP address monitoring: 

The request updates in the exacting module 

is used to give the details which are required to 

provide for the server and then the server gets the 

scrupulous information the user and then unearth the 

details of the motherboard serialized number, MAC 

(Media Access Control) address and IP (Internet 

Protocol) address, and then with this update the 

client is permitted to way in the exacting data from 

the server. When the user particular device is lost the 

user could provide the new device credentials 

 
 

PROPOSED NEW RESULT: 

This module actually explains the detailed 

process that how the data is accessed in an safer 

manner by particular request in which the analyses 

finds for the request, if it seems to be an specific 

with the sniffer attack in the case another IP 

(Internet Protocol) address, through the analyzer 

which will not permit the request to enters the server 

firewall which leads to data theft. Then the slab 

opponent which blocks the various apply for which 

is used to cause the attacks. Since it is performed in 

an local server there is an part sign up for the user, 

admin and the server and then if registered user 

gives an request, then the demand is sent to analyses 

then to block attacker to check the details of the 

motherboard in address and IP (Internet Protocol) 

address shortly than the proof succession the 

analyses allows client to access  

Is successfully needed 
 

 

PROCESS DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

In this paper, give some idea to propose 

the imposition finding representation based on the 

user application. We are going to expect the many 

requests and wedge them that exacting user and 

analyze the auditing fuel. When a user induces the 

large number of request from his system, he is 

trying to induce the DDOS attackThe System 

ensures that the data situation is harmless and easy 

to access by the user .This structure also helps the 

client to get during scrupulous request in the server. 

The tool  permit to  customer to access data in a safe 

way .The updated method can be permitted in a way 

where users can perform their other devices for 

several purposes and carry the data therefore. This 

method should be taken in reflection for future 

purposes.  
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